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Jim and daughter Sharon (crew) after winning the 18th Nationals in 1977 at
Henley Beach South Australia from 125 starters with a 1-1-2-2-1 scorecard.

W

elcome to the April 2021 edition of the Heron
Newsletter. In this issue we celebrate the life of
Jim Armitage and his contribution to Heron
sailing, a legacy of skill, ingenuity, resilience, sportsmanship
and friendship. Our ﬁrst newsletter for 2021 is a little sparse
with no national regatta to report on this year, due to the
state travel restrictions, but we have a round up of stories
and photos from the NSW junior and South Australian state
titles and other club news from around the nation.
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62nd Nationals Update

2021-22 Nationals

The 62nd Heron Nationals are scheduled for 8 to 15 January 2022. For
more information, contact saheron@heronsailing.com.au
Join in discussions and 62nd Nationals News on Facebook

Click here

After a COVID enforced “gap” year in 2021 we are looking forward to welcoming
a big fleet from all states to our fabulous shores for what is shaping up as a great
regatta. So start planning your trip! And send us a message if you need any help.
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Vale Jim Armitage
By Richard Gibson 10187 Firsty

H

eroners (and, indeed, the wider
sailing world) were saddened
to hear of the passing of Jim
Armitage earlier this year. Jim met
with an accident while sailing his keel
boat oﬀ Adelaide in a Wednesday
evening twilight race. He had passed
90 years of age but still loved getting
out on a boat and racing.
Jim told his story in the November
2011 newsletter. How he sailed
Sharpies and Gwens as a young man,
and then took up sailing later in life
with his children, through the Heron.
An older, heavy boat ﬁrst up, and
then a boat that he built himself,
8976 Dees-Yah (say it backwards).
The 17th Nationals at Balmoral in
1976. 8976 disqualiﬁed on a
measurement issue after winning the
series. How he went back to the shed
and built 9282 Out-cast, and then
went on to win the next nationals and
three more in an era when
competition was not just ﬁerce – it
was cut throat. After 9282 came
10112, also named Out-cast. Jim then
moved on to TS16s and his keelboats,
but always loved the Heron class.
Jim didn’t talk much about himself in
the article, which is consistent with
the modest and humble man he was.
He possessed so many remarkable
qualities. Jim was a very resourceful
man with a background in fabrication
engineering. Legend has it that he
urgently needed to make a new gaﬀ
one weekend, but all the timber
stores were closed and he couldn’t

Jim and daughter Sharon on board 9282 Out-cast, 1985

get the oregon that he needed. Undaunted, Jim went
up into the ceiling space of his house and selected a
couple of pieces of roof framing that came together to
make the new spar. The gaﬀ was a beauty and the roof
stayed up. Win/win. His boats were known for the
“interesting” engineering of their controls and
adjustments. The operation of these devices was a
mystery known only to Jim. Tony Cope (no
engineering slouch himself) bought 10112 and, after a
prolonged period of head scratching, admitted he was
baﬄed and had to take out Jim’s creations. Another
example. Jim made himself an aluminium centreboard
yacht to his own design, around 9 metres long. It
went very well and cleaned up race after race. After a
few seasons, however, he decided it just wasn’t long
enough. So (naturally), he cut it in half and welded an
extension piece into the middle. Simple.
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Vale Jim Armitage
Humour and spirit. There was always a
twinkle in Jim’s eye. A smile, a joke, and
ﬁerce optimism. The Armitage clan
travelled to Perth in 1979 for the 20th
Nationals with a double trailer carrying
Out-cast and Dees-Yah behind the Range
Rover. Somewhere on the Nullabor, the
Range Rover rolled over. It did not fare
well. The boats, however, were
undamaged (and so, for the most part,
were the occupants of the car). Jim and
family drove on to Perth with rearranged
car bodywork and no glass in the
windows. Did this event have an impact
on regatta preparation and put a dent in
the Armitage spirit? Not likely. Out-cast
went on to win the series, with son-in-law
Roger Goldﬁnch taking Dees-Yah to
second.
Skill. Justin Carey was sailing Herons
when Jim was in his pomp, and says that
he had the best heavy weather Heron
handling skills he has ever seen. And after
witnessing Jim win a heat in over 25 knots
at the ﬁrst SA state titles in which I sailed, I
can back up Justin’s opinion. Later, I
sailed against Jim and daughter Sharon in
TS16s. Ditto.
Grace. Justin won the 28th Nationals in
1987 as a teenager. He reports that Jim
“virtually knocked my Mum over” to be
the ﬁrst to congratulate him on his win
when the regatta ﬁnished. I have my own
example. I well remember Jim coming up
to me after I won a Heron club race
against him for the ﬁrst time. “That was
very well done”, he said....”and don’t think
I wasn’t trying like heck!” All said with
that characteristic smile and twinkle in his
eye.

9282 Outcast on the Derwent, where she won the 26th Nationals
in 1985.

It is worth repeating a quote from Jim in the
November 2011 newsletter. “I ﬁnd sailing a lot
more fun than sitting in a tour bus with a mob of
geriatrics singing Roll Out The Barrel and dribbling
custard on my shirt”. Jim was only 82 then. He
still had a lot more sailing to enjoy. Sail on, Jim.
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South Australian News
by Richard Gibson 10187 Firsty

W

e missed you all in January!
Hopefully, the world will be
a diﬀerent place in January
2022 and the 62nd Nationals will run to
plan.
As something of a replacement, we
ran our 56th State Championships at
Largs during January, in conjunction
with the SA Summer of Sail regatta.
The conditions were great (apart from
one late afternoon blow out). Richard
Gibson and Therese Nolan took out
the prize in 10187 Firsty, from Don
Rantanen and Will Clough in 10230
Against The Wind and Stuart and Jack
Emery in 8531 Back To The Future. The
pictures that were taken during the
regatta are spectacular – not only
drone shots, but photographer-in-thewater-at-the-leeward-mark pictures as
well, just to catch those embarrassing
moments forever (e.g. I thought the
centreboard was already down.....)
We hope that the pictures shown here
provide an incentive for you to make
the trip to Largs in 2022.

Don Rantanen and Will Clough approach the leeward mark in 10230
Against the Wind

Paul and Ash Townsin have 10232 Flaw Show moving nicely to
windward

The Association Heron 10294 Boolong
has now arrived in SA, after a COVID
delay. Our thanks to John Nobbs and
Jackie Carroll for bringing her down
from Queensland. We hope to have
her out on the water in what remains
of our season, and then leading up to
the Nationals next season.
We’ve welcomed some new Heroners
this season. Alexander and Ben
Ewers have bought 10219 Piping Hot
and have been learning the craft at

Stu and Jack Emery in 8531 Back To The Future chase down Don and
Will in 10230 Against the Wind
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South Australia
Somerton. Anthony, Jasmine and
Emily Hoy have also been along in
9620 Green Apple Splatters. This boat
has pedigree – she was once named
Bejugaraway and was sailed by Ray
and Wayne Hale to second in the 24th
Nationals at Lake Bonney in 1982/83
and equal 4th in the 1980/81 Nationals
at Elwood (tied with my old boat, 9515
Rich and Famous, then Gunnagetchya,
sailed by Alex Hayter).
We’ve recently had another Heron
reunion story down here! Back in the
late 90’s, The SA Association raﬄed a
new GRP Heron hull, 10197. The lucky
winner was Daniel McLaren. Daniel
named the boat RC Mac and raced her
for several seasons. In a series of
unfortunate (and murky) events, the
boat disappeared. Through a recent
series of more fortunate events,
however, which involved a Gumtree
ad, sharp eyed spotting by Mark
Ridgway in Victoria (of the famous
Ridgway Heron clan, now owner of
Heron 5025), a Facebook post and
some legwork from me, the boat has
been reunited with a very surprised
Daniel. It is a little shabby (someone
had sprayed a fair bit of her with matt
black paint) but should respond well to
some TLC.

Richard Gibson and Therese Nolan in 10187 Firsty scud along in the
sea breeze over the beautiful waters of Largs Bay

All the best to all Heroners for the
winter season from all of us in SA.

A very happy Daniel McLaren (left) takes delivery of 10197 RC Mac
from Richard Gibson
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NSW News
Junior States: Race report
by Aymeric Cabuil 9782 Frangipani
In the last 12 months at NLSC, we had to
cancel our yearly presentation night, our
Christmas party, and postpone the other
regatta we had on our schedule. So on
Tuesday prior to the regatta we were very
pleased to see the forecast clear up for the
weekend: there was going to be no torrential
rain, no gale-force winds and no COVID down
our way. While we knew some of our Heron
friends were battling with the aftermath of
the ﬂoods, this regatta was going to be
sailed thinking about them.
And it didn’t disappoint! 13 Jr/Jr crews and 9
Jr/Snr crews, seven races, sun, breeze, and
no black ﬂags! During the three sessions
there were diﬀerent conditions, tight racing,
no shortage of drama on the water, great
food, lots of laughs and a great atmosphere
on and oﬀ the water.

Caitlin and Freddy in 10100 Choppsy’s Seahorse

We clearly will have to review the race
schedule ahead of next year to leave more
time for eating! The 44 competitors (plus
shore crew/spectators) were rewarded for
attendance even before getting their toes
wet: we had the pleasure of welcoming back
Jenny to our NLSC family for the weekend
and she treated us with her delicious home
made pies. I guess it was only fair that those
who were about to put up such great racing
should be well fed and watered.
Three races were attempted but only two
completed on Saturday afternoon as the
wind shifted 180 degrees during the ﬁrst race
which had to be abandoned as a result.
9637 Phar Lap
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NSW News
In the Jr/Jr division, 9637 - Phar Lap was half a
leg ahead at the moment of abandonment
her owner ashore was considering lodging a
protest with Sailing Australia, only to decide
to go and repair some Sabots at the club
instead to release the frustration. The wind
swung round and ﬁlled in nicely from the
North-East to allow two perfect races.
Reigning champion Akito crewed by Dom in
his ﬁrst regatta (10163 - Murra Ngurra) nailed
the starts and sailed beautifully to take out
both. Kalin and Archie (9637 - Phar Lap) were
hot on their heels with Zoe and James (10295
– Red Santa) and Alec and Marley (10255 –
Unleashed) swapped for 3rd and 4th. In the
Jr/Snr Division, Flynn and Travis (10269 –
Heronasaurus) started really well with a 1st
and 2nd place, Nashala and Allan (10270 – The
Blue Pearl) won the second race and Xavier
and Paul (10272 – O for Awesome) and Alana
and Jonny (9483 – Cadmus) were clearly in
the running.

Ella and Tim in 9422 Bluey

Some say that the after racing part is the best
part of a regatta, not sure if the crew who
got tied up to trees agree, but the pizzas on
oﬀer and some refreshments were conducive
to some great socialisation. It was also telling
to see how immersed all the kids were in the
debrief that Rhys provided them on the
whiteboard. Boat handling, tactics and even
the rules were discussed. You could only hear
the Senior crew chatting in the background,
they were clearly relying on their skipper to
deliver the goods on Sunday.
A big thank you to our visitors from Canberra,
Chris Sant and family who camped on site
and kept an eye on the club and the boats
through the night.

Michael Straffon and Chris Sant in 10260 Non Sequitur
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Sunday morning was a similar story to
Saturday with a light Southwesterly which
could only deliver one race before dying. This
race was won by Kalin and Archie, with Akito
and Dom second, setting up a thrilling
afternoon to decide who the new Junior State
Champions would be. While waiting to see if a
second race could be attempted, there was
some artistic sailing going on, but eventually
the competitors were called back to the club
for lunch.
After everyone enjoyed a sausage from the
barbecue run by the Powning family (kids
included), the competitors were back on the
water by 1pm this time facing an Easterly that
had nicely ﬁlled in by then, probably capping
at 10-12 knots before paring back a little.
In the Jr/Jr Division, the afternoon belonged
to Kalin and Archie in Phar Lap winning the
four races at hand, and becoming State
Champions on scratch. Akito and Dom (10163 Murra Ngurra) were not far behind and
ﬁnished second. Despite facing the drama of
losing their mast in the ﬁfth race, Zoe and
James (10295 – Red Santa) did a great job to
repair and return (a big thank you to the CRSC
bottomless tool box!), ﬁnishing third overall
and picking up a 2nd place in the last race.

With her head out of the boat Alana and Jonny in 9483
Cadmus

The Sunday afternoon races in perfect
conditions gave opportunity for the whole
ﬂeet to show their skills. They all sailed faster
and faster as the weekend went on: Isaac and
Juliette (9782 – Frangipani) picked up a 2nd
and a 3rd place, Luke and Tegan (10270 – Hard
to get) a 3rd and a 5th, Alexander and Claire
(9955 – Excellerayson) a 4th and a 5th. Their
performances raise the question - why don’t
we have more Jr/Jr crews racing consistently
at State and National level?
Some dynamic sailing moves from Flynn and Travis in
10269 Heronasaurus
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NSW News
Jr/Jr NSW State Champions Kalin and Archie, Second Akito and Dom and Third Alec and Marley

Jr/Jr NSW State Champions Kalin
John and Archie Sacre (9637 Phar
Lap) NLSC

Second Akito Koike and Dom
Pudney (10163 Murra NGurra)
NLSC

Third Alec Huxley and Marley
House (10255 Unleashed) NLSC

In the Jr/Snr Division , Flynn and Travis (10269 – Heronasaurus) won the four races. Nashala and
Allan (10270 – The Blue Pearl) picked up three second places and a fourth, while behind them
Alana and Jonny (9483 – Cadmus) were consistent thirds. Xavier and Paul (10272 – O for
Awesome) also climbed on the podium of two races (2nd and 3rd).

Jr/Snr Division , Flynn Read and
Travis Read (10269 Heronasaurus)
PHOSC won the four races

Nashala Pickles and Allan Takacs
(10270 The Blue Pearl) CRSC
picked up three second places

Alana Harrison and Jonny
Harrison (9483 Cadmus) NLSC
3rd overall
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In the Jr/r Division, on Handicap, Ella and Tim (9422 – Bluey) ﬁnished 1st overall, in front of
Scarlett and Jake (10220 – Light Fury) and Sam and Toby (10118 – Pirates of the Narrabeen II).

Jr/Jr NSW State Champions on
handicap Ella Donovan and
Sienna Rawnsley (9422 Bluey)
CRSC

2nd Scarlett Sturwhold and Jake
Sturwhold (10220 Light Fury)
CRSC

3rd Sam Huxley and Toby
Hailstone (10118 – Pirates of the
Narrabeen II) NLSC

In the Jr/Snr, on handicap, Michael and Chris (10260 – Non Sequitur) ﬁnished 1st overall, in front
of Justin and Wayne (10157 – Cirrus) and Xavier and Paul (10272 – O for Awesome)

Jr/Snr on handicap 1st overall
Michael Staffon and Chris Sant
(10260 Non Sequitur) YMCA
Canberra

2nd Justin Chan and Wayne
Spencer (10157 Cirrus) CRSC

3rd Xavier Waters and Paul
Armstrong (10272 – O for

The full results are available on the Facebook association page https://www.facebook.com/NSWHeronSailingAssociation
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NSW News
A big thank you to all the competitors
who came from far and wide and all
demonstrated a very good spirit. It
was notably striking to see how
diligent the Jr helms were to make
their 360 and 720 penalty turns when
they knew they had infringed
compared to the Senior helms!
A ﬁnal and BIG thank you to all the
NLSC volunteers (Rhys, Anthony, Ian,
Pamela, John, Katynka, Ed, Amelia,
Jenny, Colin, Jocelyn, Chris, Damian,
Kate, David) who made this event a
success. We cannot wait to see you all
next year in front of our little shed for
another big regatta.

Coach Rhys in his element, Jr sailors a picture of concentration,
absorbing excellent coaching with immediate results on Sunday.

Lots of happy competitors in the NSW Junior State Titles.
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- It’s all about the kids!

By Jonny (9483 Cadmus)

T

he Narrabeen Heron ﬂeet has prospered during
2021 with some new additions to the ﬂeet and a
great showing at the Jr Heron States. Notably
our trusty club boat 10142 Imlay is regularly back on the
water in the capable hands of Nick Davies and his son
Tristan. Nick is looking for a boat and we hope that he
becomes a permanent ﬁxture! Colin Huxley has been
working tirelessly to ﬁnish his new boat and it’s
fantastic to see 10118 Pirates of the Narrabeen II
looking fabulous in British Racing Green, on the water
and racing hard after so much eﬀort.
Team Narrabeen made their way to Concord Ryde for
the inter-club. It was great to see so many boats on the
water despite the light conditions. A BIG THANK YOU
to CRSC and a happy 75th from all at Narrabeen!
The end of the season was all about our young
Heroners in the lead up to the Youth States. Oﬀ the
water the club was busy preparing camping, car
parking and pizza dinner. On the water we divided the
Junior sailors from our Development, Intermediate and
Learn to Sail Squads into as many teams as we could
muster. Our members generously donated boats and
at one stage we had 10 Jr/Jr teams on the whiteboard.
It was great to see the then current State Champion
Akito paired with one of our new Learn to Sail recruits
Dom Pudney. We then held a day dedicated to junior
Heron sailing with expert coaching from dynamic duo
Georgia and Rhys Llewellyn in the morning followed by
perfect conditions for short course racing in the
afternoon. As you will see from the results the hard
work paid oﬀ!

Nick Davies and Tristan Davies in 10142 Imlay

Colin Huxley in 10118 Pirates of the Narrabeen II

As the season draws to a close there are already plans
afoot for winter restorations and upgrades amongst
the ﬂeet. The season has ﬂown by. It seems only
yesterday that we were all immersed in foam and
ﬁberglass during last winter’s major works!
We are always happy to accept visiting Heron sailors
from near or far. We race every Sunday afternoon. Feel
free to reach out to Aymeric (Commodore - 9782
Frangipani), Chris (Vice Commodore - 9637 Phar Lap),
or Jonny (Heron Captain - 9483 Cadmus) about our
schedules.

This chap will have to wait another six months to enjoy
another afternoon of tight racing at the Heronry!
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Queensland News
Queensland Championships - May 1st and 2nd at Lake
Cootharaba Sailing Club!!
This is shaping up as the Heron regatta of the season,
with a huge ﬂeet of local and NSW boats already lined
up. If you want a great weekend of family sailing and the
opportunity to race against the best Heron sailors in the
class then come along and join the fun.
Regatta notice and registration are all on the LCSC web
site address below:
https://lcsc.org.au/event/may-regatta-including-jack-holtregatta-heron-and-raceboard-qld-titles-and-juniorregatta/
And of course the legendary toad races on the Saturday
night hosted by Peter Carey!
See you all in May
Justin and Kate - 10280 - Little Miss Magic
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Work of art - Heron for sale
Late last year Paul and Jo Doumany contacted me
reluctantly wishing to sell a very special Heron they had
stored for many years. I had to go and see this for myself
and it is an absolute work of ﬁne art! Built by the
renowned Gold Coast boat builder Gerry Wyllie who made
his mark building Riva style pleasure craft.
This Heron is one of two built by Gerry back in the late 90’s
for family and close friends. The details list below gives all
the building materials and history. Paul and Jo would like
to see this unique boat going to someone who will love it
for the art work that it is.
If you want contact details for Jo and Paul contact me
either directly or through the association email
secretary@heronsailing.com.au
This boat is seriously beautiful!
Let me know if you want more information.
Justin Carey
10280 - Little Miss Magic
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Tales from the Pointy End
Heron Crew Personality Profiles

Claire Cabuil
9782 Frangipani

What do you like about being crew?
I like that I can talk as much as I want and my skipper
actually has to listen. I can also race my friends without
being too crazy about it.
What is your best memory?
That time we did four short races and we came ﬁrst in two
of them.
What is your worst memory?
That time when we capsized and I hit my head on the
boom. I wish I had a helmet that day.
What else do you like about crewing a Heron?
I get to spend some time with my skipper (usually my dad
and sometimes my sister). I also like to jump from the side
of the boat and abandon ship when we get close to shore.
After sailing Iʼm also allowed to have soft drinks that Iʼm
not allowed to have elsewhere.

Lynne Jones sent us this photo of the launching of Stingray Bay, the Botany Bay Heron Club’s rescue boat. The
club sailed off the beach at the end of Ida Street, San Souci, Sydney.
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